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Meet a Presenter
Valerie Costarelli has been fascinated by music
since having her own wind-up gramophone when
she was a child. The records were recorded in the
78 rpm format in those days. Valerie says she used
to imagine she was a radio presenter using her
gramophone player and own "record library".
In 1988 Valerie started her career in community
radio, when she joined TopFM in Darwin. In those
days, radio stations operated using reel-to-reel
magnetic tape and 33 1/3 rpm long-play and 45
rpm singles. Newbies at TopFM were assigned the
"in-training" timeslot of midnight to 2am!! Once
the station management thought you were
sufficiently trained, you earned your own (more
amenable) timeslot. [Thank goodness our station
manager doesn't have the same policy! -ED]
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musical selection Valerie delivers in her
programmes.

Around 2008, Valerie was living in the Derwent
Valley and some enterprising individuals were
trying to get a local community radio station off the
ground. Valerie says she was there, mostly in the
background, when TYGA was working to obtain a
licence and was present at the inaugural TYGA FM
Annual General Meeting.
Initially, Valerie started as a TYGA FM announcer in
the 2-4pm timeslot on Tuesdays. After a while
Valerie left TYGA for a period and then re-joined
TYGA around 2013. This time Valerie made Tue and
Thu 2-4pm her own and has been keeping us all
entertained with her lovely musical choices for
many years. Valerie also fills in for other
announcers on a regular basis, a real asset when
trying to operate a 24 by 7 radio station.
Valerie says she loves most musical genres but
what really keeps her motivated is researching
music that is a bit different. And what a great

CMTO Training
All the happy announcers who attended the course
have passed and are waiting for their certificates.
One assessment is still to be finalised. CMTO will
be sending out certificates as soon as everyone has
submitted their final assessment.
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TYGA Dance
The last TYGA Dance was very successful, with
around $280 taken in door sales and $377.60 for
the raffle, contributing $657.60 for the Tower Fund.
Seriously, many thanks to all those TYGA
announcers who made the effort to represent the
station! Well done everyone.

Don't Panic, Mr Mannering…
You're in the studio and you're programme's going
great. You give a fantastic intro to the next track,
but all of a sudden, the computer mouse won't
move and the next track won't play. You're
transmitting dead air and your brain goes blank.
What's gone wrong and how do you fix it?
Don't panic, Mr Mannering, Don't panic…
After major panicking you realise the studio
computer has crashed and it's not going to be
playing anything for some time (until it is
restarted). No problem, just press the restart
button and talk for up to 5 minutes while it reboots
and then you try to work out how to get Raduga
playing your playlist from the right place. Well, if
you're like me, I'm not the type that takes easily to
talking off the cuff. This is when you realise that all
you have to do is hit the play button on CD drive
where you've put the emergency disk. What a
relief!
Oh no, you didn't put an emergency disk in the
drive, and while you can see them in the distance,
just out of reach, the studio microphone doesn't
stretch that far!! Just play a station ID while you go
over and get the CD. But wait, you can't do that
because the studio computer has crashed.
Something has to give…
Of course, this is a made-up story, no TYGA FM
announcer would actually find themselves in this
position, because we all follow standard procedure
and have a CD in the drive, ready to go, just in case.

Did you Know…
Well, just in case you haven't made yourself a set of
instructions to handle this situation, here are some
clues:
• Ensure you have a CD in the CD player at all
times, and ensure you have the CD channel ON
and the volume slider set,
• If for whatever reason, you are transmitting
dead air and you can't immediately determine
why, hit play on the disk you've set up,
• Now you've got some time to think, you can try
to trouble-shoot the problem, check the relevant
channel(s) are ON and the sliders set,
• You can confirm whether the computer is
working by placing the Computer channel on
CUE and try to play something in Raduga,
• Now you have a choice: Call Roz or deal with it
yourself. Pros: Roz can remote in and fix
everything for you. Cons: You may not want to
call in the middle of the night. However, if you
are not confident, call Roz,
• Once you are certain that the studio computer
has crashed, get it restarting ASAP as this takes
time,
• Ensure the Computer channel is set to OFF and
the slider at zero (this prevents any start-up
activity going to air)
• Make sure the track you're playing on the CD is
not going to end before you are ready, (you can
change it from SINGLE to CONT if you want, but
you'll have to remember to reset it afterwards,
also this may still result in short dead-air spaces
between tracks),
• Once the computer has restarted, you will need
to start your playlist. The simplest way to do this
is to locate the playlist in N:\Playlists and open
it (double-click it),
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• Your playlist will automatically start playing from
the beginning1. You'll need to stop it and
determine where you want to re-start from, set
your position at the point you want to recommence your programme,
• Determine the relevant point where you want to
take back control of your programme (e.g. at the
end of the current CD track or earlier)
• Apologise for the temporary break in your
programme due to "technical" difficulties,
• Continue your programme.
One final word of warning… If you've restarted
your programme in Raduga after a computer
restart, it's possible that a timed event is still in the
system which could result in two copies of Raduga
playing as soon as you programme comes to an
end. If you've recovered from a studio computer
crash, you are asked to ensure that someone
remains at the panel (the next announcer, or
yourself if the station goes to automatic) until the
following programme starts, and ensure the
changeover occurs as normal and make sure you
listen to the transmitted signal (OFF AIR on the
panel) to check that only one playlist is running.

New Transmission Tower
Your Board are now waiting for the crown lease to
be officially drawn up, so that the TYGA
Transmission Tower can take up its position next to
the other towers on Peppermint Hill. We
understand the document has been drafted but
needs to be formalised before it is officially offered
to the Board.

Your Board Members
Bruce Lamb (President)
Peter Arrowsmith (Vice President)
Valerie Costarelli (Secretary)
Youssef Mohamad (Treasurer)
Roz Chapman (Station Manager)
Nigel Jones (Sponsorship)
Ordinary members
Janet Onn
Doug Smith

Have Your Say
If you have any news you think worthy of inclusion
in TYGAbytes, feel free to contact Doug at
tyga@drscc.com.au or by mobile on 0402 13 4474.

Coming Up…
TYGA AGM ....................... Thu, 14th Nov 2019, 7pm
New Norfolk RSL, 30 George St, New Norfolk
Lessons from CMTO .......................Summer Edition

Some advice from one of our more experienced
announcers - Bruce suggests saving your Raduga
playlist every now and then while it is playing.
When Raduga starts the playlist is returned to the
point it was at, when last saved! J
1
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